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1 Introduction

CycleGAN is an approach to image-to-image trans-
lation. It trains two generative adversarial networks
(GAN), where first network learns to translate an
image from domain A to an image from domain B.
Second network does the exact opposite and trans-
lates images from domain B to A.

GAN is a neural network architecture consisting
of a generator and a discriminator. The discrimina-
tor learns to classify given image to be either real
or fake (generated by the generator). The generator
learns to create images that are indistinguishable
from real ones and “fool” the discriminator.

In my work I used cycleGAN to translate photos
with flag of USA to flag of Canada.

2 Input Data

Unfortunately I was not able to find suitable dataset
that would contain real photos of national flags of
USA and Canada. Therefore I tried to create my
own dataset using royalty free media. To assemble
enough images to train the network I processed
several videos and saved every second frame into
corresponding training group (USA / CAN). All
frames were then resized to 256x256 dimensions.

3 Methods

Before training every image was preprocessed us-
ing data normalization and applying jitter as was
recommended by the original cycleGAN paper in
order to minimize risk of overfitting.

Original cycleGAN uses ResNet as a generator. I
chose U-Net as a generator.

As cycleGAN uses unpaired data during training
authors of the original paper propose cycle consis-
tency loss to measure how well is the generated
image translated back.

To prepare training data format I used Keras
Dataset to load and encapsulate images from di-
rectory, preprocess them, shuffle them and finally
create batches.

To train the network I prepared custom function

Figure 1: Cycle consistency loss

that utilizes Keras Gradient Tape and Adam opti-
mizers for each of generators and discriminators.

4 Results

Unfortunately the network has learned to translate
one flag to another to some extent, but the overall
result quality is very low due to several reason.

Firstly the results show the importance of very
well prepared training dataset that needs to have
diverse set of images but also be sufficient in size.
Creating my custom dataset from several videos has
resulted in dataset where many images are very sim-
ilar. Another problem was lack of frames with mul-
tiple flags in one frame. This resulted into scenario
where several flags of USA have been translated
into one Canadian flag. Most of the images with
Canadian flag where shot during cloudy weather.
This resulted into blue sky in the background being
translated to grey.

Second problem was training time. The network
has been trained for approximately 30 epochs which
is not enough for cycleGAN network to give satisfac-
tory results. The original paper advises 200 epochs
of training to gain good results.

5 Conclusion

Assembling a dataset of good quality can be time
consuming. That is why I have chosen to use frames
from several videos knowing it could cause problems
with training. Nonetheless this work shows the
importance data preparation and its crucial role in
machine learning engineering.

This work could be improved by assembling good
dataset and by providing more training time.
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Figure 2: result examples

Figure 3: result examples
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